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“Running over the same old ground 

What have we found, the same old fears” 

Pink Floyd 

Wish You Where Here, 1975 

 

Extreme Drill Rate Performance 
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The secret to extreme performance is to start with 

where you are, then change whatever is limiting 

you from going faster.  Then do it again.   

Eventually, your perforance will become extreme 

 

Sounds pretty basic, but is this actually what your 

company does? 
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Gain in Performance w/No New Emphasis on Trouble 
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2007 

Maturing Workflow 

MSE based rock 
cutting practices 

Learned how 
important 
workflow was 

New borehole 
management 
practices  

66% 

83% 

More borehole practices 

More vibes mitigation 

Solids processing rates 

Increased pace of field trials 

Existing Physics  New Practices  New Results 

      2011 

90% 

Flat Time Reduction 

Limiter RedesignTM History (a.k.a Fast Drill) 

Borehole Management Rock Cutting 

From October 2012 TAMU AADE presentation by ExxonMobil 

While ft/day increased 100%, 

Global NPT fell from %18 to 13% 

In a high-complexity well mix 



The 2003 Epiphany: MSE Can Illuminate Dysfunction 

Mechanical Specific Energy 

(MSE) tells you if a change 

is moving you closer to, or 

further away from max 

expected performance for 

the given WOB 

Well executed WOB step test 

 

33.5 

Mechanical Specific Energy (MSE) 

SPE 170904 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
MSE is not a new concept, first discussed in R Teale's 1965 paper and used in lab for testing cutters.The breakthrough here is to operationalize it on the rig, as a real-time feedback for drillers (as well as DD) who actually execute the drilling.So instead of passively following a pre-determined range of drilling parameters from some benchmark experience, the (trained) drillers use MSE as a feedback to adjust drilling parameters for maximum efficiency (lowest MSE). Drillers also take the responsibility to report what's limiting him, but which can't be dealt with in the current setup, so that engineers in the office can redesign the system for the next BHA run, or next well.
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The 2004 Epiphany: Limiter Redesign, Forever 

Identify what limits you from raising WOB.  Redesign or change practices to 

extend the limitation.  Repeat, forever…..or to the economic limit of redesign  
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Weight on Bit (WOB) 

Angle build tendency 

Motor differential rating 

Rig top drive or rotary torque 

Drill string make-up torque 

           Hole cleaning rate 
 

Founder Point 

All limiters lie on a single line, 

which allows us to prioritize 

them.  There can be only one, at 

a given  moment in time 

The Bit Dysfunctions 
• Vibrations 

• Bit Balling 

• Bottom Hole Balling 

• Interfacial Severity 

 Reaming 
 Circulating 
 Tripping 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
This framework brings focus and clarity for the whole team as to what needs to be addressed RIGHT NOW.
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Sakhalin 

13,500m 

44,291 ft 

17-1/2” Hole  

500-700 fph @ 80o 

10 min conn. time 

No conn reaming 

1 Bit 

12-1/2” Hole 

300-500 fph @ 80o 

7-15 min conn. time 

5-10 ft conn reaming 

1 Bit 

12-1/2” Hole 

100-300 fph @ 90o 

15 min conn. time 

10-15 ft conn reaming 

1 Bit 

Progressive limiter redesign (a.k.a. Fast Drill) 

Limiters in the approximate order encountered: 

1. Whirl 

2. Instability 

3. Shaker Capacity 

4. Micro-doglegs 

5. Weight transfer 

6. Top Drive Torque 

6. Whirl 

7. Weight transfer 

8. Stickslip 

9. Weight transfer 

10.Hydraulic lift 

11.Weight transfer 

12000ft HL 

14000ft HL 
11000 HL 

SPE 168055 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
Some examples of what can be achieved. The principles and physics, however, are not only for ERD wells, but for any types of wells.
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1. Our drillers are smart and they’ve already “optimized” performance vs risk.  If 

you drill faster by simply applying more WOB, NPT will go up, just like 

everyone expects 

2. If you redesign your root limiter first, you expand the “safe operating space”.  

Your NPT will go down because virtually all root limiters are actually risks 

2010 Epiphany:  If you redesign limiters, you redesign risk 

Hole 
Instability 

Torque 

Hole 
Cleaning 

Shaker 
Capacity 

Reaming Time 

LWD Data  
Acquisition 

Stickslip 

Lost 
Returns 

ft/day 

• Shaker Capacity 

• Stickslip 
• Torque 

• Hole Instability 
• Reaming Time 

• Lost returns 

WOB 

ROP 

• Hole Cleaning 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
This framework incorporates risks (perceived by drillers, as well the real objective risks).By digging into the physics, root limiters (which is always associated with some risks) are removed so that the people who actually do the work will feel comfortable to move ahead and change his practices. Again, the physics bring everyone on the team on the same page, instead of my-experience-against-your-experience and fear-of-mistakes.
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The Prima Fasciae limiter is easy to identify and everyone already knows 

what it is (i.e., we have hole enlargement and need to raise the MW). 

The root limiter is always a collateral risk (i.e., if we raise the MW, we will 

get differentially stuck) 

If you don’t take responsibility for redesigning the collateral risk, the 

prima fasciae change will never happen – and usually shouldn’t 

The best way to know what the real limiter is, is to ask the person doing 

the work what concerns they have with your proposed change in 

practices 

If what you are calling your limiter does not feel like 

a risk, it is not your real limiter.   Keep looking 

Yunchuan
Highlight

Yunchuan
Highlight
It's a framework that aims to serve the people who actually do the work and unlock their potential.Extreme drilling performance is a by-product that comes naturally with the stronger team that grow out of this process.
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Particularly in extended reach or horizontal drilling, the 

instantaneous drill rate is limited by borehole quality  

The 2008 Epiphany:  Borehole Dysfunction Dominates ft/day 

Instability Whirl-Induced Spiral 

Yunchuan
Highlight
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Aggie Analog Whirl AnalyzerTM 
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Patterns limit performance: 

• The primary cause of tight hole and reaming on connections 

• Loss of weight transfer when rotating (reduced ROP) 

• Stickslip due to torque in stabilizers (spiral of death) 

• Inability to slide 

• Inability to achieve objectives (high friction factor) 

• Inability to get casing down 

• Effect on cement quality when centralizers cannot be run 

• Reduced ability to run low clearance casing 

 

 

Example of Limiter Redesign: Borehole Patterns 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
Because it's physics-based, it brings clarity on many aspects of drilling that are not common knowledge in the industry which is currently still largely empirical.



1. This creates the period so there’s no 

interference as this passes  through 

the pattern 

2. There is also no interference with this 

stab if it is at a multiple of the period, 

but this is rarely the case  

3. Any stabilizer that is not at a distance that is not an exact 

multiple of the period must have an interference fit 

This is hard to imagine, but you have to think about this being a 3D spiral 

(rather than this 2D) and how the stabs would move through it.  In this example, 

if the bit and near bit are traveling freely in the valley of the spiral, the top stab 

must be in a bind. 

Diagnostic: Tight Hole (Interference in a Spiral) 

Period 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
More examples of physics that illuminate our understanding so that we can tackle drilling from a new perspective and eventually achieve results that beat the Rushmore benchmark by a HUGE margins!
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1. Build up rate (BUR) with unstabilized motors is initially low, then 

increases with angle.  BUR also depends on WOB as it changes the flex 

and curvature in the motor/DCs.   BUR with stabilized motor is uniform 

and less sensitive to WOB. 

 

Bent Motors Desparately Want to Create Spiral Hole 

Slide w/ 

High BUR  

Rotate w/ 

No BUR 

Long slide to get angle 

started with unstabilized 

motor 

Tripped for less 

aggressive motor to finish 

curve and drill lateral 

• Driller typically slides 30-50% of the time 

on each 30ft joint.  The average build rate is 

combination of very high build (dogleg) 

when sliding and very little when rotating 

• A ledge is created where the driller 

changes from sliding to rotating. 

• Rotated footage may be spiral hole, which 

reduces weight transfer while sliding.  Slide 

footage is smooth with stablizers 

Spiral Hole with Bent Motor  



Bent Motors:  Major Cause of Whirl - Minimize AKO 

0.78 AKO 

Straight 
Motor 

IPTC 10706 
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Patterns are largely due to the bit cutting sideways due to whirl.  Mitigate 

whirl and you mitigate the patterns 

 Run RPM step tests with MSE to determine non-resonant speeds 

 Run WOB step tests with MSE and very high WOB to increase depth of cut 

 Reduce the blade count to increase depth of cut 

 Run 4-6” gauge length to limit rate of side cutting 

 Run roller reamers to improve weight transfer in spiral to increase depth of 

cut (DOC) 

 Use active torque control to mitigate stickslip to allow higher WOB 

 Apply WOB quickly after connections (30-60 sec) 

 Move stabilizer placement to reduce forward and resonant whirl 

 Use packed assemblies to allow higher WOB without building angle in vertical 

wells 

 Reduce the bend angle in bent motor assemblies to only what is needed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operational Practices or Redesign to Reduce Patterns 
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 Use RSS to eliminate bent motors, particularly in hard rock.   You may be 

able to get similar low bit whirl with a motor, but only  if you commit to low 

AKO (0.5-0.78), very high DOC (WOB) and extended gauge bits 

 Consider designing build rates to allow continuous sliding to eliminate 

patterns in curve 

 Reduce gauge activity of bit (no side cutters on gauge pads) 

 Use DOCC to allow higher WOB when limited by stickslip  

 Use Depth of Cut Control to allow higher WOB when control drilling or to 

provide tool face control 

 Train all key personnel in vibration management, particularly directional 

driller (2-3 G’s is not OK).  Take responsibility for changing practices, and 

vibrations management 

 

But Wait, There’s More 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
Training is a big part of implement Limiter Redesign.It's the transformation of people's understanding that results in significant change in performance.



Engineering Redesign:  Extend the Gauge Length 

Gauge 

Length  

SPE 95546 

Even if the bit cutting structure is balanced, the vibrational sine wave arriving 

from the BHA will tilt the bit face and create side cutting. Gauge length does not 

prevent this, but it constrains the severity (gain) in the amplitude of the borehole 

pattern that can develop before the bit moves on to the next increment of hole.  It 

prevents a small pattern from becoming a large one, and it encourages decay in 

the pattern, rather than gain 

Bending Moment 

Shear Force 

Bit Tilt 

Yunchuan
Highlight
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Engineering Redesign:  MSE Declines with Gauge Length 

0 

200 

11250 10750 11000 10500 

MSEadj 

ksi 

Dept (ft) 

0 

200 

MSEadj 

ksi 

11250 10750 11000 10500 Depth MD (ft) 

2 inch gauge 

6 inch gauge 

0 

250 

MSEadj 

ksi 

0 

250 

MSEadj 

ksi 

6500 ft MD 9500 ft MD 

4 inch gauge 

6 inch gauge 

MSE pattern is similar, but reduced 

Less effect in softer formations where amplitude is lower to start with 

Softer Harder 

SPE 119625 

Comparison of well with 

different gauge lengths 

 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
MSE is also a great tool to validate new practices on the field. It establishes people's confidence about the new way of drilling and upgrade their drilling experience.
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What will people fear?  I won’t be able to build 

If the extended profile does 

not touch the wall at the 

planned borehole curvature, it 

will not prevent the planned 

curvature from being drilled 

In general, a minimum of 4” 

gauge length should be used, 

whether the bit is on a motor 

or RSS.  In most applications 

it is possible to go beyond 

this to 6-8”.   

Work with your vendor to 

determine the allowed gauge 

length for the given 

application 

If the gauge does not 

make contact at the 

planned curvature, 

the gauge does not 

effect steering 

Achievable 
BUR 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
Understanding of the physics also drastically improves engagement with the vendors and will lead to more successful application and fruitful long-term collaboration.
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What will people fear?:  High WOB will reduce bit life 

1. If there is no dysfunction, higher WOB actually increases bit life 

2. The DOC increases with WOB until the axial force per cutter contact area 
equals rock strength, so the force per contact area will always stay equal to 
rock strength, regardless of the total WOB (i.e., 5ksi in 5ksi strength rock) 

3. Wear occurs on the tip, not the face, so it is controlled by sliding distance.  
Increasing WOB increases the depth of cut (DOC), which reduces the sliding 
distance required to drill a given distance 

Example: 

To drill a distance of 100 ft the outside cutter of an 8-1/2” bit slides: 

0.24 inch/rev 0.08 inch/rev 

@ 150 fph  

10,679 ft of sliding 

 

@ 50 fph  

32,038 ft of sliding 

 
Uniform 

0.08 
0.16 

Axial force/area 

equals rock strength, 

no matter the DOC 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
Our industry is filled with myths. This is one of them, which I used to believe, too!
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Risk is Not the Only Thing That Limits People from Changing 

1. Identify the root limiter and what is preventing you from changing it 

2. Develop a new physics-based practice to extend the limiter 

3. Determine the risk that is actually preventing the person from changing and 
redesign it (just ask) 

4. Achieve clear management support for the new way of working 

5. Provide specific training and procedures for how to do the work differently 

6. Create a metric that proves the desired change in practices is happening, and 
that the physics are correct - not just that performance has changed (i.e., MSE) 

The scale of these activities depends on the type and magnitude of change 

Limiter Redesign Change Model 

To change performance you absolutely must change how someone works.  

Technical and Operational leaders should develop the plan, not managers.  It’s 

technical and operational. 

Yunchuan
Comment on Text
In a way, this is the hard way of changing things. We would love to just buy some magical solutions that will effortlessly give us better drilling performance.But the truth is, people is indeed at the very center of this process (not just lip service). The key is to help drillers and engineers grow in their physical understanding and remove the organizational obstacles that discourage them from changing the status quo.
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• Management of operational reliability differs from management 

of performance 

– If you’re designing for reliability assume everyone is bad and 

demand conformance.  Give them standard practices     

– If you are designing for new performance, assume everyone is 

good.  Give them knowledge and get the heck out of the way 

• Teach the employee how something really works (physcis-

based practices), and good people will just want to do it 

• If they don’t, ask yourself why.   It will be because you haven’t 

actually redesigned the collateral risk they see in the primary 

change you want    

• Anytime you want change, ask the person doing the work what 

concerns them, and do something about it.  That’s your job 

 

 

 

Key Take-Aways 

Yunchuan
Highlight
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Download the new API Drilling Manual 12th Edition 

Drilling Practices (DP) Chapter 

a) Rock Cutting Mechanics 

b) Practices to Manage Bit Dysfunction 

c) Connection Practices 

d) Reaming Practices 

e) Tripping Practices 

f) Hole Cleaning 

g) Borehole Instability 

h) Lost Circulation 

In each area, the physics are discussed (how things really work) at a level 

appropriate for field personnel.  The format of each subject is 1) what are the 

physics that control performance, 2) what can the driller measure or observe 

in real time to diagnose the limiter, and 3) what can the driller do in real time to 

change the performance 

Here’s one place to get new physics-based practices 




